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Abstract.  

In this paper, the      -caps are created by action of groups on the three-

dimensional projective space over the Galois field of order eight. The types of 

     -caps are also studied and determined either they form complete caps or not.  
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 الخلاصة 
بفعل عطل الدمخ عمى الفضاء الاسقاطي من البعج الثالث عمى  -(   )في هحا البحث, تم انشاء الاغطية 

وتحجيج فيطا اذا كانت تشكل اغطية  (    -حقل كالهاز من الختبة الثامظة. كحلك تم دراسة انهاع الاغطية 
 كاممة ام لا.

 

1. Introduction 
The main aim of this paper is to formulate the cap using action of groups in the three-

dimensional projective space over the Galois field of order eight. The      -caps for   
        are studied and classified if they form complete cap or not, as well as the way that 

makes incomplete cap is complete is founded. 

Let         be the  -dimensional projective space ( -space) over the Galois field       
   [1].  

Definition 1.1[1][2]: A projectivity   which permutes the        points of         in a 

single cycle is called a cyclic projectivity (Singer cycle) and the group that generates is called 

a Singer group. 

Definition 1.2[1][2]: A spread  of         by  -subspaces is a set of  -subspaces which 

partitions          that is, every point of         lies in exactly one   -subspace of   . 

Hence any two  -subspaces of  are disjoint. 
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      A      -set in         is a set of    -subspaces. A  -set is a      -set that means a set of 

  points. The most general type of      -set that will be considered is a                -set; 

that is, a       -set in         with at most    -subspaces in any  -subspaces. 

The definition of                -set is specialized as follows: 

(1) a               -set is a              -set; 

(2) a      -cap is a            -set with    ; 

(3) a  -cap is a      -cap; 

(4) a  -arc is a              -set; 

(5) a      -span or partial spread is a               -set with    . 

Definition 1.3[1][2]: A  -cap is a set of   points in          with     such that no three 

are collinear. A  -cap is complete if it is not contained in a      -cap.  

A  -secant of a      -cap    in         is a hyperplane (line)   such that |   |   . Let 

  be a point of         which is not on the      -cap  . Let       be the number of  -
secants through  . The number        of  -secant is called the index of   with respect to  . 

Let    , and     be the number of points of index   ,and  the points of index  , respectively.  

For more details or background for      )-cap  in          we refer to the references  [1] and 

[3].   

In [1], Hirschfeld gave rich theoretical details of finite projective spaces of three dimensions. 

In [4-6], many other researchers attempted to discuss some objects in three dimensional 

projective spaces for example, classify cap and arc, and they found the lower and maximum 

bound for the size of a complete cap and arc for fixed field. In addition, the study of the 

splitting of three-dimensional space into planes and lines is one of the important topics that 

authors studied and discussed [7,8].  

Since the study in three-dimensional space is more difficult than in two-dimensional spaces, 

so that the researchers attempted to work on special cases for each of the previous problems 

that are mentioned. .For example, the idea of acting subgroups of on space was used to obtain 

caps as in [9]. The procedure of group action on the plane was used in the work of Al-Seraji 

in [10-13] and Al-Zangana in [14-18] used idea of group action on the line and plane.   

Topalova  studied the three dimensional  projective space over the Galois field of order five  

using the automorphisms  of order thirteen [19]. 

2. Sets of subspaces in          
In [8], the space         is introduced where the projectivity          that is given by the 

companion matrix 

  [

    
    

     
     

  
     

    
    

], 

it is a cyclic projectivity ,where   be the primitive element of    ,  it has been used to 

construct points, lines and planes. Also, the space is partitioned into subgeometries.                            

It is well known that every projective space has a cyclic projectivity     . To get the matrix 

 , it is enough to have a companion matrix        with primitive characteristic 

polynomial  . Therefore, the points of         computed by the following form:                  

                          
The points of         have a unique forms up to equivalence relation which are 
[       ]  [       ] [        ] [          ]                   and the number of each form is 

          , respectively. Hence, we have     points and planes,      lines,   points on each 

line and    lines passing through each point. 

Therefore, to construct all others     planes, the cyclic projectivity is used as follows:  

                       , where     represents the plane with fourth coordinate is 

zero. The equation of the line     is          
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       Form the analysis of the number of points, several movements can be deduced, and we 

will study each one as follows. 

 As |       |              .  From Theorem (1.14) in [20], we conclude that there 

are ten subspaces of        . Let                      .                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

From the action of    on the points of        ,   {        }, the following results are 

deduced: 

Throughout this paper, if     has   orbits, then the symbol   
  will denote the orbit   of   and 

 
  
 
  Number of lines which are intersect   

  of order   such that        .   

Algorithm 2.1: The procedures that are used to prove the main theorem is as follows: 

1- Find the orbits for each non-trivial integer factor of 585    from the action of cyclic group 
〈   〉 on        . 
2- Find the intersection between lines and orbits to know the degree of the cap that they 

formed. 

3- Determine if the caps are complete or incomplete by finding the points of index zero for 

each cap. 

4- Add points to the incomplete cap from the set of points of index zero to make it complete.  

Note that all the calculations in the paper have been done using the Gap programming, which 

can found at https://www.gap-system.org/. 

Main Theorem 2.2:    

I. The orbits    
           are complete        -caps  

II. 1. The orbits of   
            are incomplete        -caps.  

     2. The maximum complete cap can be formed from the orbits of   
   is        -cap. 

III. 1. The orbits of   
             are incomplete       -caps.  

         2. The maximum complete cap can be formed from the orbits of   
   are        -caps. 

IV. The orbits    
              are complete   -caps   

V. The orbits    
               are complete       -caps. 

VI. 1. The orbits of   
                are incomplete       -caps. 

2. The maximum complete cap can be formed from the orbits of   
     is       -caps. 

3. The orbits of    
     are formed 39 copies of        , has 15 points and planes, 35 lines, 3 

points on each line and  7 lines passing through each point.  

VII. 1.The orbits of   
                 are incomplete      -caps.  

  2. The maximum complete cap can be formed from the orbits of   
     is        -caps. 

  3. The orbits   
              are formed the spread of        . 

VIII. 1. The orbits of    
                are incomplete   -caps.  

         2. The maximum complete cap can be formed from the orbits of   
                 is 

  -caps. 

IX. 1. The orbits of                    are incomplete  -caps.  

      2. The maximum complete cap can be formed from the orbits of                    is 

  -caps. 

X. 1. The orbits of   
                  are incomplete      -caps.  

2. The maximum complete cap can be formed from the orbits of   
     is       -caps. 

Proof:    

I. The orbits of    : There are three orbits from the action of     on         , of size    . 

  
  {                                                           }  
  

  {                                                           }  

https://www.gap-system.org/
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  {                                                         }. 

The orbits   
           are               -sets of 195 points of degree 6 since   

     

       intersects each line in at most six points in        , as they are shown in the equation 

below. 

                      
  
  
  

{
  
 

  
 

                           |  
     |    

                         |  
     |   

                           |  
     |     

                         |  
     |   

                            |  
     |     

                          

Therefore, the orbits   
           are        -caps additionally, it is complete        -caps 

since there are no points of index zero for   
   ; that is,      .                                                                                                                                                      

II.   The orbits of    : There are   orbits from the action of     on          of size 

   .  

  
  {                                                             }; 

  
  {                                                             }; 

  
  {                                                             }; 

  
  {                                                             }; 

  
  {                                                             }. 

 1. The orbits of   
           are                -sets of     points of degree   since 

  
           intersect each line in at most 9 points in         as they are shown in the 

equation below. 

                      
  
  
  

{
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

                          |  
     |    

                          |  
     |   

                         |  
     |    

                          |  
     |     

                          |  
     |   

                            |  
     |     

                       

Therefore,   
           are (117,9)-caps. And it is incomplete        -caps since     

      
2. We can create a complete cap from the        -cap by including external points such that 

the maximum complete ( ,9)-cap that is constructed from   
  is        

       is complete 

       -cap since every nine points are located on line. And    
           are incomplete 

       -caps since         The maximum complete      -cap constructed from   
  

is      
     where      

 
 set of all external points of    

 ,                                                                                               

III. The orbits of    :  There are 13 orbits  from the action of     on         , of size 45. 

  
  

 {                                                                            }  
  

  

 {                                                                             }  
  

  

 {                                                                            }  
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 {                                                                          }  
1. The orbits    

              are intersection of 5 lines in at most 9 points, as they are 

shown as follows: 

 
  
  
  

{
  
 

  
 

                           |  
     |    

                         |  
     |   

                             |  
     |     

                            |  
     |   

                              |  
     |     

               

Thus the orbits of   
            are               - sets; that is, (45,9)-caps. Since  

      , then it is incomplete caps 

2. Since degree of caps is 9, then by Remark 4 the maximum complete ( ,9)-cap that is 

constructed from   
   is        

        is        -cap, and   
            are incomplete 

      -caps since            The maximum complete        -cap constructed from   
   

is      
     

 
 where   

 
 set of all external points of   

  ,  =2,…,13.                                                        

IV. The orbits of      : There are 9 orbits from the action of       on         , of size 

65.  

  
  

 
{                                                                               }  
  

  

 
{                                                                                 }  

  
  

  

 
{                                                                                 }  
The orbits   

               are intersection of 2080 lines in at most 2 points in        , as 

they are shown as follows: 

 
  
    
  {

                  |  
       |    

                  |  
       |     

                 |  
       |   

                     

Therefore, the orbits   
             are            - sets; that is,   -caps since no three 

points of   
     are collinear, and the orbits    

             are complete   -caps, since 

there are no points of index zero for   
    ; that is     .                                                                                                 

V. The orbits of       : There are 15 orbits from the action of        on         , of size 

39. 

  
  

 {                                                                             }  
     

   

 
{                                                                             }  
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 {                                                                               }  

 The orbits   
                are intersection of 169 lines in at most 3 points in         

such that 

 
  
    
  

{
 
 

 
 

                |  
       |   

                  |  
       |    

                  |  
       |   

                 |  
       |    

                 

Thus the orbits   
              are              -sets; that is,       -caps, and it is 

complete since                                                                                                                                                          

VI. The orbits of      : There are 39 orbits from the action of       on         , of size 

15.  

  
   {                                                        }; 

  
   {                                                       }; 

  
   {                                                       }; 

  
   {                                                       }; 

  
   

   {                                                         }. 
1. The orbits   

              are intersection of 35 lines in at most 3 points, as they are 

shown as follows: 

  
  
    
  {

                      |  
       |   

                         |  
       |   

                           |  
       |      

             

Therefore, the orbits   
              are              - sets; that is,       -caps, which 

are incomplete, since          
2.   We can create a complete cap from the       -cap by including external points such that 

  {                                                              
81,93,102,111,114,118,119,                          

                                                           }    . 

The maximum complete      -cap that is constructed from    
   is       

      is complete 

      -cap since       

And    
              are incomplete       -caps since           Thus the maximum 

complete (    -cap constructed from    
  is      

      where      
 
 set of all external 

points of    
  ,            of index zero. 

3.  By Theorem 12 in [17].        

VII.      The orbits of      : There are    orbits from the action of       on         , of 

size 9. 

  
     {                                }; 

  
     {                                }; 

  
   

     {                                  }. 

1. The orbits   
              are intersection of   line in at most   points as shown below. 
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  {

                     |  
       |   

                         |  
       |   

                          |  
       |      

             . 

Thus the orbits   
              are             - sets; that is,       -caps and it is 

incomplete      -caps since        . 

2. Since degree of caps is  , then by Remark 4 the maximum complete (    -caps that 

are constructed from   
   are complete        -caps have the formula      

     
 
     

       . 

3. By Theorem 10 in [17].                        

 

VIII. The orbits of        : There are    orbits from the action of         on          , of 

size   . 

  
     {                                               }; 

  
     {                                               }; 

  
   

     {                                                 }. 

1. The orbits   
                 are intersection of 78 line in at most 2 points as they are 

shown in an equation:   

 

                      
  
      
  {

                     |  
         |   

                         |  
         |   

                          |  
         |      

            . 

 For that reason the orbits   
                are              - sets; that is, 13-caps, and 

the orbits of   
       are incomplete   -caps since        . 

2. We can create a complete cap from the  -cap by including external points such that 

  {                                               }    .  

The maximum complete   -cap that is constructed from    
   is       

    .     And  

  
                are incomplete   -caps since        The maximum complete  -cap 

that is constructed form   
   is      

      where      
 
 set of all external points of  

  
  ,             of index zero.                                                                                                                                             

IX. The orbits of        : There are     orbits from the action of         on         , of 

size  . 

  
      {                 }; 

  
      {                 }; 

  
    

      {                   }. 
1.  The orbits                    are intersection of    lines in at most   points as they 

are shown as follows: 

                     
  
      
  {

                     |          |   

                       |            |   

                          |           |      

             . 

Therefore, the orbits                   are           - sets; that is,  -caps and it is 

incomplete  -caps since         . 

2. We can create a complete cap from the   -cap by including external points such that 

  {                                                               }    . The 
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maximum complete  -cap that is constructed from    
    is       

       is complete   -

cap. And    
                 are incomplete  -caps since        The maximum 

complete  -cap that is constructed from    
   is      

       where      
 
 set of all 

external points of    
   ,   =1,…,117 of index zero.                          

X. The orbits of   
      : There are     orbits from the action of   

       on         , of 

size  . 

 

    
    {         }  

  
    {         }  

  
    

     {           }. 

1.  The orbits   
                  are intersection of   line in at most   points as shown as 

follows: 

                     
  
      
  {

                     |  
         |   

                        |  
          |   

                           |   
          |      

              

  Thus the orbits   
                 are             - sets; that is       -caps and 

incomplete         since       . 

2. We can create a complete cap from the      -cap  by including external points such that                     

 
 {                                                                                     
                                                                                       }  
  . The maximum complete      -cap that is constructed from    

    is       
       is 

complete       -cap. And    
                 are incomplete      -caps since        

The maximum complete (    -cap that is constructed from    
   is      

       where 

     
 
 set of all external points of    

   ,   = 2,…,195 of index zero.                                                                       

Corollary 2.3: Any incomplete cap   in the Main Theorem of degree nine, that constructs 

from it, is  a complete        -cap. 

Proof:    Since   has degree nine, so that any line will contact   in at most nine points which 

is the order of the line. Hence, all the points out of   will be of index zero. Thus, for points in 

         , say      , the intersection of   {     } with any line will no longer be more 

than nine points. Therefore, the maximum complete cap formed from   is just the pace 

       , which is        -cap.                                                                                                                                           

3. Conclusion    

 In this paper, we are found four types distinct      - caps in         with respect to    

where             they are given as follows: 

1. When     we created by action of groups 171 complete caps and 162 incomplete 

caps, classified according to their size as follows:  

 9 complete    -caps   

 45 complete   -caps. 

 117 complete   -caps. 

 45 incomplete   -caps. 

 117 incomplete  -caps.   

2. When     we created by action of groups 249 complete caps and 234 incomplete caps, 

classified according to their size as follows: 

 15 complete       -caps. 
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 39 complete       -caps.  

 195 complete       -caps.  

 39 incomplete       -caps.  

 195 incomplete      -caps.   

3. When     we created by action of groups 3 complete caps, classified according to their 

size as follows: 

 3 complete        -caps.  

4. When     we created by action of groups only one complete cap and 73 incomplete 

caps, classified according to their size as follows: 

  Complete        -cap is the perfect space. 

 5 incomplete        -caps.   

 13 incomplete       -caps.  

 65 incomplete      -caps.   
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